FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

PHILLY FREE WEEK AT PHILADELPHIA’S MAGIC GARDENS
Philly residents can enjoy a week of free general admission to PMG
SOUTH STREET, Philadelphia, PA – Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens (PMG) is bringing back Philly Free Week for
a fourth year! From Sunday, September 15 through Friday, September 20, 2019, residents of Philadelphia
County can enjoy free general admission to PMG, located at 1020 South Street in Philadelphia.
Philly Free Week is PMG’s way of thanking our loyal neighbors and community members who have
supported us over the years and welcoming new-comers into our space to see what PMG is all about!
Admission includes access to the outdoor labyrinth, the exhibition Translations on display in our indoor
galleries, daily gallery talks, and hands-on activities.
For the kick-off day on Sunday, September 15, local music organization BridgeSet Sound will be on site
spinning records from Noon – 3:00 PM, and members from the Golden Sunrise NYA will join us to make a
special mummers craft from 1:00 – 3:00 PM.
THE DETAILS:
-Free admission for residents of Philadelphia County only
-Must provide proof of residency (State ID, Philadelphia school ID, or piece of mail)
-Tickets should be reserved ahead of time (to avoid lines and sold out time slots!)
-Valid for General Admission only (does not apply to guided tours)
-PMG is still open to non-Philadelphia residents for regular admission prices
-PMG is closed on Tuesdays
Tickets are available to reserve beginning Friday, August 30 via our website. Residents must select tickets
for a specific date/ time and bring their proof of residency with them to PMG.
CONTACT:
Allison Boyle | Events & Marketing Manager | 215-733-0390 ext. 114 | events@phillymagicgardens.org
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ABOUT PHILADELPHIA’S MAGIC GARDENS (www.philadelphiasmagicgardens.org)
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens (PMG) is an immersive mixed media art environment that is
completely covered with mosaics. The creator, Isaiah Zagar, used handmade tiles, bottles, bicycle
wheels, mirror, and international folk art to chronicle his life and influences. The exploratory space
is made up of two indoor galleries and a bi-level outdoor sculpture garden. As a nonprofit museum,
PMG celebrates art in its many forms through community outreach, public programs, hands-on

activities, exhibitions, and tours. We welcome everyone to explore the space and embrace the
possibility of self-expression.
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